Dear *Fluke News* subscriber,

Please accept the enclosed custom Fluke test lead wrap with our thanks. These wraps are normally only available as part of larger kits, but we thought *Fluke News* readers would have plenty of individual uses for them.

If you like the wrap, let us know—email fluke-info@fluke.com and send us your feedback.

Thank you for taking the time to read *Fluke News*. We try hard to provide our test tool users with high quality information they can use.

Sincerely,

*Fluke News* Editors
**Using the Test Lead Wrap**

**Tip:** This test lead wrap has Velcro™ on both ends, so that one end can stay attached to your test leads and never get lost.

1. **Hook (attach)** the square end of the strap to one end of the leads.

2. **Loop (wrap)** the strap around the rolled up leads to secure the bundle.